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In late June and early July, three motor vehicle companies Nissan of Japan, BMW AG of Germany,
and US-based Ford announced plans to either expand assembly and/or marketing of new vehicles in
Mexico, or launch new production operations.
Of the three companies, Nissan reported the most extensive expansion, including the transfer of
some Japanese assembly operations to Mexico and the possibility of increasing sales of some models
in the US and the Mexican market. In a press conference in Tokyo on June 29, Nissan officials told
reporters that assembly of Nissan's Sunny model a popular export to Central and South America
will be transferred entirely to the company's plant in Aguascalientes, Mexico.
The officials said lower labor costs in Mexico and the proximity of the Mexican plant to export
destinations in Latin America were the primary incentives for the decision. Nissan officials said
the transfer of assembly to Aguascalientes will be gradual, although the Mexican plant is already
equipped to produce Sunny vehicles. In fact, a portion of the 22,000 Sunny vehicles Nissan exported
to Latin America in 1993 originated at the Aguascalientes plant. Nissan officials also told El
Financiero International weekly business newspaper that the company is considering plans to
export Sentra automobiles assembled in Aguascalientes to the US market in 1995. Most Sentra
models produced in Mexico are currently shipped to Canada, Japan, and Latin America.
Officials said a final decision to export Sentras to the US market will depend on the extent of US
demand demonstrated for the model during 1994. The Nissan officials said the company is also
considering a plan to export Altima models from US plants to the Mexican market in 1995, after
Nissan de Mexico obtains sufficient foreign currency reserves from an expected increase in sales to
Latin America.
Separately, the German company BMW AG in early July announced the formation of a
new subsidiary in Mexico dubbed BMW de Mexico to complement the planned opening of
the company's new assembly plant in Mexico state in mid-1995. The new BMW de Mexico
headquarters, to be located at the site of the new plant, will assume such functions as marketing,
sales, and customer service, both for models produced at the Mexico state plant and those imported
from Germany. BMW de Mexico is scheduled to open offices in Mexico City, Monterrey, and
Guadalajara by year-end 1996.
According to BMW officials, in addition to the new assembly facility in Mexico state, long-term plans
include the establishment of manufacturing capabilities for auto parts as well as investments in
distribution outlets (SourceMex, May 4, 1994).
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Meantime, the US-based Ford Motor Co. and Grupo Industrial Ramirez in late June started
joint assembly of heavy trucks at a new Ford plant in Monterrey. Victor Manuel Barreiro, a Ford
spokesperson in Mexico, said the joint venture will initially produce 4,000 vehicles per year,
including gasoline- and diesel-powered trucks and diesel- powered passenger busses. According
to Barreiro, the Ford- Ramirez partnership invested US$20 million in the Monterrey truck assembly
facility, whose main competition for the Mexican commercial-vehicle market are Grupo Dina and
Mercedes Benz.
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